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Abstract

Typical software that is used for the simulation of traffic behavior focuses on scenarios that
describe common situations like an ordinary working day without remarkable incidents. To
simulate such scenarios iterative approaches are used. They assume that the simulated persons
act on the results of the previous iterations. Such iterative approaches produce meaningful
results for various scenarios as long as only typical, repetitive situations are modeled.

On the other hand a scenario may also contain incidents that occur by chance, which increases
the complexity of the needed model significantly. In such scenarios an iterative approach would
produce illogical and even totally wrong results. An attempt to handle such scenarios is Within
Day Replanning.

This paper describes the implementation of two Within Day Replanning modules in the multi-
agent micro-simulation framework MATSim-T. These modules allow the simulated agents to
replan the routes between their activities individually while they are traveling. By doing this,
they can take the current traffic load into account which is needed for scenarios which contain
unpredictable incidents like road accidents.
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1 Introduction

Traffic planning and management is used to optimize traffic systems, particularly with respect
to their efficiency. Typically one of the primary tasks of planning activities is to design, adapt or
manage traffic systems in a way that in common situations their load remains below a justifiable
level.

Simulating such a scenario can be achieved using an iterative approach. The adaptable parame-
ters of the scenario, for example the structure of the network or the scheduled daily plans of the
persons, are optimized until the simulation model reaches a relaxed state. The approach can be
compared with persons who respond to their past experiences. If they typically got stuck in a
traffic jam on a certain link at a certain time, they will probably avoid being there in the future.

Such iterative approaches produce meaningful results for various scenarios as long as only typ-
ical, repetitive situations are modeled. On the other hand a scenario may also contain incidents
that occur by chance, which increases the complexity of the needed model significantly. In
such scenarios an iterative approach would produce illogical and even totally wrong results.
This can be illustrated with a simple example. One may think of a situation where a road gets
blocked suddenly because of an unpredictable incident like a car accident or the burst of a gas
pipe. If such a scenario is simulated using an iterative approach, the following will happen:

In the first iteration the agents do not know what will happen, so they choose routes that contain
the road that will be blocked later. As a result, the agents will get stuck in a huge traffic jam.
When the agents now replan their routes for the next iteration they will know, that there was
that traffic jam so they will probably decide to take another route. When we now continue
doing iterations, more and more agents will decide not to use the blocked road so in the end
nobody will try to travel over the link after it got blocked, so there will not be a traffic jam. The
problem is that in reality it is not possible to predict something like the incidents mentioned.
People can think of how the traffic should be on a typical day but they cannot magically predict
that because of some unknown reason some links will be blocked sometime in the future.

Even if the incident is predictable, like for example a previously planned and announced build-
ing site, an iterative approach could lead to wrong results when trying to find out what will
happen on the first days. The agents may have an idea of how the traffic will be because of the
changed situation but they ca not know it as accurate as they do after several iterations of the
simulation.

So if a scenario that does not describe a typical day or situation to be simulated, an approach
that can react to incidents only after they have occurred may produce better and more accurate
results than an iterative one. An obvious possibility to do so is creating the person’s routes on
the fly while they are traveling. This is called Within Day Replanning. The implementation of
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such an approach is presented in this paper. The next chapter describes the simulation toolkit
that was taken as the base for the framework developed. Afterwards the objectives that had to
be fulfilled by the implementation and some programming guidelines are specified. Chapter 4
gives a detailed overview of the implementation itself. Finally some conclusions are drawn and
an outlook on future developments is given.
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2 MATSim Toolkit

2.1 Overview

MATSim-T 1 is a framework for iterative, agent-based micro-simulations of transport systems
that is currently developed by teams at ETH Zurich and TU Berlin. It consists of several
modules that can be used independently or as part of the framework. It is also possible to extend
the modules or replace them with new implementations. ? and ? give a detailed description
of the framework, its capabilities and its structure. Because of its agent-based approach each
person in the system is modeled as an individual agent in the simulated scenario. Each of these
agents has personalized parameters such as age, sex, available transport modes and scheduled
activities per day. ?, ? and ? give a detailed overview on (multi-)agent-systems and simulations.
Due to the modular structure of the simulation framework the agent’s parameters can be easily
extended with new parameters, for example for the routing strategy that should be used or the
areas of the road network that the agent knows.

Figure 1: Iterative MATSim Loop
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Figure 1 shows the structure of a typical, iterative MATSim simulation run. After the creation
of the initial demand the plans of the agents are modified and optimized in an iterative process
until a relaxed state of the system has been found. The analysis of the results can be per-
formed afterwards. The loop contains the elements simulation, scoring and replanning. Within
the simulation module the plans of the agents are simulated. Afterwards the scoring modules
calculates with a utility function the quality of the executed plans. Based on that result the
replanning module creates new plans by varying values like start time and duration of activities
as well as the routes to travel from one activity to another one. The structure of the loop and its
modules is described in detail in the previously mentioned papers.

One part of the iterative loop is the simulation of the traffic behavior. Currently three different

1Multi-Agent Simulation Toolkit. MATSim-T, MATSim Toolkit and MATSim are typically used synonymous.
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modules are available. Their task is to execute the plans of the agents within the simulated
scenario. The following section describes these three simulation modules.

2.2 Simulation Modules

2.3 QueueSimulation

The QueueSimulation is a deterministic, Java based re-implementation of Cetin’s SQSim.2 The
simulation is based on a queue model and uses a time step based approach with a step width
of one second, meaning that the system state is calculated every second. Within each time step
the state of the queues is considered. As a result the duration of a simulation run increases
proportional to the number of links in the network and is independent of the number of sim-
ulated agents. A major disadvantage of the QueueSimulation is its single CPU architecture.
While other tasks in an iteration of MATSim can be executed in parallel threads (for example
the replanning), several attempts to write a multi-threaded version of the QueueSimulation have
ended without satisfying results. Nevertheless the QueueSimulation offers some benefits like
well documented code and its simulation listener concept which allows additional modules to
interact with the simulation while it is running.

2.4 DEQSim

Another implementation is the DEQSim, which implements an extended queue model and is
described in detail by ? and ?. Additionally to the FIFO3 behavior of the queues also a gap is
simulated that moves backwards through the queues what allows to simulate congestion more
realistically. Two major attributes of this implementation are its multi-threaded architecture
and its event based approach, which means that calculations within the simulation are only
necessary if an event occurs. As a result the calculation effort scales with the number of agents.
Compared with the time step based approach of the QueueSimulation the event based imple-
mentation of the DEQSim achieves significantly shorter calculation time. A disadvantage of
the DEQSim is that it is implemented in C++ whereas MATSim is written in Java. Therefore
the communication between them is done by using a time consuming file input/output interface
which produces noticeable longer computation times.

2?, ?, p. 28
3first in, first out
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2.5 JDEQSim

Finally the JDEQSim is the third simulation module currently available in MATSim. It is a re-
designed re-implementation of the DEQSim in Java that is described in detail by ?. Although
currently only the communication with the other MATSim modules is parallelized (so called
parallel events handling) and not the simulation core itself, the calculation effort is significant
lower than with the QueueSimulation.
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3 Implementation in MATSim-T

3.1 Objectives of the Implementation

Depending on the kind of scenarios that should be simulated using a Within Day Replanning
approach different requirements have to be fulfilled by the implementation. The first and proba-
bly most important decision is to define what should be changeable by the replanning modules.
Examples for typical variables that should be modified in an agent’s plan daily are the follow-
ing:

• Route from one activity to another one.

• Means of transport used.

• Duration of an activity.

• Location of an activity.

• Order of the activities.

• Adding and removing of activities.

In a next step the factors, which are taken in account when doing the replanning of the agents’
plans, have to be defined. They may reach from simple approaches like taking the traffic into
account when planning a route to agent specific factors like personal preferences or only limited
knowledge of the structure of the traffic network.

The main objective of the implementation presented in this paper is to be a proof of concept,
meaning the focus lies on the conceptual work and not on the realization of an implementation
of all previously mentioned functionalities. Besides some basic functions like replanning of
agents routes by taking the actual traffic load in account another focus is laid on the structure
of the implementation. By implementing it as easy to use and especially easy to extend frame-
work adding of additional functionalities in further development steps should be alleviated. In
the following chapter the structure of the framework as well as the implemented features are
described in detail.

3.2 Implementation Guidelines

Besides typical programming guidelines and rules within the MATSim project that should be
respected, prior to the implementation some additional guidelines were defined, that should
keep the framework flexible, expandable and easy to use.
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• Design it as framework! Due to the fact that it is only a proof of concept there will be
some extensions later on. They should be implementable without major refactoring of
the existing code.

• Creation of interfaces wherever later extensions are imaginable.

• To keep calculation times short time consuming actions like reroutings should be col-
lected per time step and executed parallel on multiple threads.

• The changes and extensions in the existing MATSim code should be reduced to a min-
imum. Wherever possible, extensions to the core files should be implemented in a way
that they could be easy moved into the core without harming its current functionality.

8
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4 The Framework

4.1 Adaptation of the MATSim Loop

To implement Within Day Replanning capability in MATSim the previously described iteration
loop had to be slightly adapted. As in figure 2 shown, there is basically only one major change
in the structure of the loop.

Figure 2: Adapted Iterative MATSim-T Loop
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Currently all replanning operations like re-routing and mode choice as well as duration and
location of activities are done after the simulation module is finished in the current iteration.
To be able to do Within Day Replanning at least some of those operations have to be also (or
exclusively) done within the simulation module. The present implementation of the framework
supports only re-routing strategies so only routing functionality was added to the simulation
module. Additional functionality like checking whether an activity should be moved to another
location, its schedules times should be changed or even be totally removed from an agent’s plan
could be added easily prior to the re-routing modules. Doing this would clearly influence the
created routes but would not require any changes in the code of the modules themselves.

Depending on the kind of scenario that should be simulated, it would be even possible to remove
the loop from the simulation cycle and just do a single run of the simulation module. As an
example for such a scenario one may think of a city that should be evacuated. There the
initial plans of the agents can be taken from the relaxed demand of a typical, iterative MATSim
simulation run. Those plans contain information about where every agent should be at a typical
day. When then suddenly something like an atomic, chemical or natural disaster occurs, the
agents have to act without considering what they know about previous simulated days because
the scenario has totally changed.
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4.2 Adaptation of the QueueSimulation

As previously described in section 2.2, MATSim contains several different modules for the
simulation of given scenarios. While they deliver comparable results, their internal structure is
totally different.

The implementation of the Within Day Replanning is based on the QueueSimulation. Its main
characteristics are the modular structure and the time step based approach within the simulation.
A disadvantage in typical, iterative simulations is its single core architecture, meaning that is
currently not possible to run the simulation itself on multiple cores. When doing simulations
with Within Day Replanning this is typically negligible because the main calculation effort
is produced by the replanning modules that can be designed to run in parallel before or after
each simulated time step. On the other hand the modular structure with its (event)handlers and
(simulation)listeners architecture allows to react individually on events like starting / ending of
activities or entering / leaving links. An event is created every time something happens in the
simulation. The handlers are informed that an event occurred and can react on it. Listeners are
informed if the simulation reaches one of several predefined points like the start or end of the
currently simulated time step.

By adding handlers and listeners to the simulation it is possible to interact with the simulation
each time an event is created or the simulation reaches a point where the listeners are informed.
Typically events are used to collect information (an agent has just ended an activity, so a re-
planning of the route to the next one may be a good idea) while listeners perform actions, that
often base on the information collected by the handlers.

In a first step we analyze and discuss the structure of the QueueSimulation, show when events
are created and at which points listeners can interact with the simulation. Figure 3 shows a
sequence diagram that describes the chain of actions that are executed by the QueueSimulation

within each iteration of the MATSim loop. It starts with the preparation of the simulation where
the agents are created out of the given population. The next step contains the core functionality
of the simulation module. The simulated time period in time is divided into so called SimSteps,
which have a typical duration of one second. Within a loop every single of these SimSteps is
simulated. This includes especially the simulation of the travel behavior, meaning the starting
and ending of activities as well as moving of the vehicles within the traffic network which is
done in the do SimStep block. In a last step some data that is not needed anymore is removed
from the memory before the continuing within the MATSim loop.

Besides the necessary actions for the simulation of the traffic behavior the sequence diagram
contains additionally four positions where simulation events are created. The QueueSimula-

tionInitialized event and the SimulationBeforeCleanUp event are generated once per run of the
QueueSimulation, the BeforeSimStep event and the AfterSimStep event once for every SimStep.
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Figure 3: Structure of the QueueSimuation
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After analyzing the structure of the QueueSimulation we now focus on the extensions that were
made to implement the Within Day Replanning modules. The modules were inserted by using
a BeforeSimStepListener. Doing this allows us to stop the simulation, do the replanning on
parallel threads and then go on with the do SimStep action. Figure 4 show an extract of the
previously shown sequence diagram, which additionally contains the replanning modules.

4.3 Replanning of Routes

Within a running simulation every agent is at any time in one of two possible states. He can
perform an activity or is moving from one activity to another one. Depending on this state,
different replanning approaches are necessary, which mainly vary in the handling of the route
between the activities. If the agent is still performing an activity, the entire (next) route can be
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Figure 4: Adapted Structure of the QueueSimuation
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replaced by a new one. Is the replanning done while the agent is moving from one activity to
the next one the handling gets more complicated. Due to the fact that an agents plan should
contain the routes between the activities, the replanning itself is divided into some substeps.

• Take the currently planned route and identify those parts of it, which the agent has already
passed.

• Split the route into the parts already passed and still to pass.

• Create a new route for the still to pass part.

• Merge the already passed part with the new create subroute and store the new route in
the agent’s plan.

4.4 Implemented Route Replanning Approaches

To cover both described agent’s states where a route replanning could be done, two different
replanning modules were implemented. The algorithms to detect whether an agents needs a
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new route or not have been deliberately kept simple. They can easily be replaced with more
complex versions that take more information in account without having to adapt the replanning
modules.

The first one is used by agents that are going to end their current activity in the next simulated
time step so they need a re-planned route to their next activity. The QueueSimulation contains a
list of all agents that are currently performing activities which also includes information about
the end times of those activities. So we can just go through that list and select those agents that
need a replanning of their routes. This is done before the simulation starts simulating the time
step so the routes can be recalculated on parallel threads without having influences between the
replanners and the simulation what could cause results that are not deterministic.

The second replanning approach handles agents that are currently somewhere in the traffic
network, moving from one activity to the next one. The implemented algorithm which triggers
the replanning actions of the agents is quite simple. Each time an agents enters a link based on
the free speed travel time of that link the earliest possible time is calculated where the agent
could leave the link again. The replanning is the done just before the calculated time step is
simulated. Using this strategy guarantees that an agents performs a replanning action on each
single link on his route. Due to the fact that in a very congested network the real travel time of a
link could be significant longer than the free speed travel time additionally a replanning interval
can be defined. By activating this option an agent will perform an additional replanning every
n seconds4 after the calculated, earliest link leave time until he finally really leaves the link.
Again all agents that need a replanning are collected before the current time step is simulated,
which allows doing the calculations of the new routes on parallel threads.

There are several different strategies definable, when a replanning is necessary. So for example
one could try to detect significant changes in the travel times on links that lie on possible routes
from an agent’s position to his target location to trigger a replanning. Another option would
be to include reactions on external events. So for example if a scenario contains links that get
suddenly blocked all agents that have routes which include that link could be informed that
they should choose another route. Another simple approach would be collecting the link enter
events within a time step and do the replanning after the simulation has finished the time step.

4.5 Estimating Actual Travel Times

To be able to calculate meaningful new routes (typically short in distance and duration) the
Within Day Replanning modules need to take the current traffic situation in account. To be able

4Meaningful values for n depend on factors like resolution of the used network, which affects the mean travel
time of a link, and the amount of traffic in the network. The default value is 30 seconds what is a good tradeoff
between calculation effort and using routes that rely on outdated information.
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to do this, a new travel time calculator is needed that calculates the travel times based on the
present load of the traffic network. The calculation bases on the number of vehicles that are
driving on a link. The more vehicles, the lower is the possible travel speed and the higher is the
travel time.

The number of vehicles per link is determined by doing two steps that are executed in every
simulated time step. By using event handlers all events that affect the vehicle counts on the
links are collected. This allows identifying those links where an update of the vehicle counts,
travel times and travel costs is necessary. Especially in scenarios with only few traffic and
lots of inactive links filtering for links that really need an update results in a significant re-
duction of the calculation effort and simulation time. The second step uses information from
the QueueNetwork and its QueueLinks. The QueueNetwork is the representation of the traffic
network that is used by the QueueSimulation. Basically it contains the whole network with all
links and nodes as well as additional structures like vehicles queues to model the traffic. By
counting the length of the queues the number of currently driving vehicles is determined.

Theoretically the vehicle counts could be determined directly by counting the link events. A
major problem using that approach would be that the logic at what time which kind of events
are produced is complex and part of the simulation core. To calculate correct vehicles counts
one would have to look at the simulation logic in detail to understand which conditions triggers
the events.

The implemented approach is much simpler. By just reacting to the events we are not interested
in how and why they were created. They are used for being told "Hey, there happened some-

thing on that link, so you should probably update its vehicle count". Another advantage of the
approach becomes clear when thinking of the ongoing development of the QueueSimulation.
In the near future additional features like public transport will be added, which will also include
new types of events that have to be considered. Instead of having to go through the code again
to be able to react correctly on those new events just some additional handlers are needed that
trigger the updates of the vehicle counts.
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5 Conclusion and Outlook

As previously mention, the main objective of the presented framework was to develop a proof
of concept implementation that provides the necessary basic functionalities to do some first
experiments. Several test runs have shown that the replanning modules work properly and
produce meaningful results.

Based on the findings resulting out of the test runs during the development some possible or
maybe even necessary additional features can be defined. In a fist step the replanning modules
should be able to use personalized data per agent. This would allow running simulations where
each agent is equipped with individual information regarding parameters like the amount of
traffic or the level of detail that he knows the infrastructure of the network. This approach
could be even extend by adding a detailed behavior model to the agents to consider their beliefs,
desires and intentions, like for example described in detail by ?.

Another important feature would be a module that tries to forecast the travel time on a given
link at a certain time in the future. Currently the routing algorithm uses the actual travel time
when doing the replanning, even it is obvious that this assumed travel time will not be correct if
the agent drives over the link somewhen in the future. In a typical, iterative MATSim simulation
run this problem is avoided by using data from previous iterations. While the simulation gets
nearer and nearer to a relaxed state, the variances between estimated and real travel times will
disappear or at least get minimized. The Within Day Replanning modules cannot use data from
previous iterations because, as mentioned in the introduction, there are lots of scenarios where
no data about the traffic load and distribution in the network is available.
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